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Tri-Technical Systems
Music retail software experts retool flagship
program for mobile age

Coming soon: Tri-Tech’s
AIMsi v12.

IF TRI-TECHNICAL SYSTEMS had
stopped innovating in 1984, it would still
be remembered as the first company to
rethink point-of-sale software for the
unique needs of music retail. Fortunately
for music stores everywhere, though, TriTech had no intention of stopping. In the
33 years since it launched its first program, the software specialist has retooled
its signature applications many times
over to keep pace with the speed of technology. Its flagship software package,
AIMsi, has built continually on its tools
for inventory management, point-of-sale,
accounting, and much more. Later additions to its software line have delivered
an e-commerce application, called Active-e, as well as PC/Poll, a program for
collecting and analyzing electronic cash
register data. In its latest upgrade, TriTech is poised to unveil the 12th version
of AIMsi, with new tools it’s been working toward for the past four years. In
“AIMsi v12,” the software has been fully
adapted for use on mobile devices, with
smartphone-friendly features for both
music store employees and their customers. In addition, it delivers a customizable
touch-screen-enabled
point-of-sale interface, a new back-end
database using Microsoft’s intuitive SQL
Server, new tools for scheduling tasks,

and a variety of menus and features that
can be tightly customized to each business.
“We are nearing the finish line on this
newest version of AIMsi,” says Tri-Tech
President Paul Acton. “We’ve rewritten
the software from the ground up using a
newer programming language to allow
us to take advantage of more innovative
technologies.”
Based in Dubuque, Iowa, Tri-Technical
Systems was established at a time when
the software options for music stores
were somewhere between inadequate
and nonexistent. Founder and CEO
David Cox had 18 years’ experience in
computer programming, but he was
working in the equipment leasing business when one of his clients, a computer
salesperson, happened to mention the
problem: Music retailers couldn’t find a
workable software package because offthe-shelf applications had no tools for
managing rentals, lessons, repairs, and
other essentials of the business. Cox
went on to found Tri-Tech along with his
wife Julie, and introduced its first product under the name SoftMusic—which
later became AIMsi. As Acton says,
“AIMsi was developed to uniquely fit
the needs of music retailers.”
Over the years, AIMsi would add tools

for customer loyalty programs, employee
management, and automatic ordering, to
name just a few. Through a “modulebased” design, the software can be configured with whichever combination of
resources, or modules, makes sense for
each business. For instance, AIMsi’s
base package can be augmented by a
“B2B” module that networks with suppliers to keep track of available stock and
pricing, or a “C2B” module that lets customers view their account history and
make online payments. “Each module integrates seamlessly with the other modules and can greatly enhance the AIMsi
experience,” says Acton.
As Tri-Tech developed other software
applications, AIMsi became the centerpiece in a suite of applications designed
to work in tandem. With Active-e, it introduced tools to build a full-featured ecommerce site, including a customizable
shopping cart feature and eBay and
Amazon interfaces. And if Active-e is the
virtual showroom, AIMsi acts as the
back-end stock room and inventory management center, processing orders and
feeding in real-time inventory information so the two are always in sync.
PC/Poll is also built to feed data directly
into AIMsi. “We have set ourselves apart
by listening to our clients and creating
fully integrated business control technology tools to match their specific needs,”
says Acton.
Since joining the business in 1990, with
a computer science degree and experience at another specialized software
company, Acton has been credited with
driving many of the company’s key technical updates. In addition, he’s cultivated
ties with music retailers, manufacturers,
publishers, and distributors to open up a
constant give-and-take between Tri-Tech
and the industry at large. Over the years,
he and his team have performed multiple
overhauls of their software to respond to
new needs and requests, building in features such as serialized inventory tracking, long-term rental inventory tracking,
repair and service tracking, and many
others. They’ve also elected to keep technical support in-house, rather than farming it out to call centers, so the team that
built the software can be the team that responds when questions arise.
“We continue to consult with retailers
and match them up with custom technol-
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ogy solutions,” says Acton. “And our
markets continue to evolve as technology provides more efficiencies in the
day-to-day tasks involved in running retail businesses.”
Tri-Tech software solutions are now
used by businesses across North and
Central America, as well as the
Caribbean, Australia, and other points
around the world. As Acton notes, soft-

ware development is a business that
never really slows down, not just because technology is always serving up
something fresh, but because customers
are always looking to tech solutions for
the edge they need, whatever else is
happening in their world. “In strong
economic times, businesses push for
growth by crunching data and looking
for new revenue streams,” he explains.

MARCA Reeds

Professional-grade French reed line grows
with factory expansion and new student series
THE CÔTE D’AZUR, or Riviera, in the
Var region along the Mediterranean Sea,
is one of the most beautiful areas in all
of France. Among the tourists who visit
every year, the region is famed for its
perfect climate, charming villages, and
white-sand beaches. In the musical instrument trade, however, it’s known as
one of the world’s premier sites for reedmaking. Alongside fields of naturallygrowing cane, the MARCA Reeds
company has spent the past 60 years
crafting high-quality clarinet, saxophone,
oboe, and bassoon reeds at its familyowned factory in the town of Ollioules.
Well known for its meticulous workmanship, the company made its name as a
maker of professional-grade reeds used
by numerous top classical and jazz play-
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ers. More recently, though, its mission
has expanded—starting with the launch

Best known for its pro-level reeds,
MARCA recently launched its first-ever
student product.

“In slower economic times, businesses
look to be more efficient as they are
forced to run a little leaner. The tools
that our software provides allow them
to access data to better help them make
the business decisions that will help
them succeed.”
www.technology4retailers.com

of its first student reed line in 2016. That
same year, MARCA sales rose 40%, and
about the same growth is projected for
this year. In addition, the company has
poured a half-million-euro investment
into a factory expansion that’s expected
to boost production capacity from
around 10,000 reeds per day to at least
double that by the end of 2018. “Our
goal is to increase production so that
more and more musicians can one day
say, ‘I played MARCA,’” says company
co-owner Nicolas Righi. “But our approach to quality will never change. We
make the best reeds in the world, and
without that quality, we could never have
such passion for what we do.”
Established in 1957, MARCA is an
acronym for “Manufacture d’Anches et
Roseau de la Côte d’Azur”—or, in English, Manufacture of Reeds and Canes of
the French Riviera. Founder Franco Guccini made reeds there personally for
nearly six decades, retiring just two years
ago at the age of 90. The company is
now owned by two of his grandchildren:
Nicolas Righi and his cousin Lionel

